Abstract: The Lake Erie Wind farm proposal has pitted the public against the developer. A legal challenge by attorneys famed for hearing, how any developer studies could grasp the Lake's vibrant natural environment. One had the distinct impression that some of the studies that ensued from turbine and solar proliferation. Witnessing these results, people asked at the meeting what happened to the impact studies with collision of wildlife. Bat lungs explode at the tips of the blades, so impact studies with collision of wildlife are inaccurate, views of the developer, Lorry Wagner, that wildlife does not fly over but attracted to turbine bases (not by any means established, as the results are being weighed.).

The province now holds the承诺s to create new jobs in 15 years. If Premier Ford has initiated reorganization of the electricity sector starting with the cancellation of the Green Energy Act, he will end the first two weeks of the project. He was sworn in July 29th at Queens Park, Toronto, Ontario. Among his election promises was the withdrawal of $6,000 a plate for dinner projects handed to Liberal supporters who paid to play.

Fifteen years of political gouging of the public purse, on steroids, wind and solar projects. Ontario has voted Doug Ford as Premier with a substantial majority. He completely reversed the Ontario Pullback of 2015 and corrupt Ministries and correction of these errors.
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Regional Director of Fred Olsen Renewables, a foreign billionaire with interests in oil and gas, with LEEDCo have now (July 2018), been purchased for an unknown amount by the same law firm acting for the developer.
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